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Abstract
This paper presents a slot antenna design that is capable of producing end-fire radiation in a wide
frequency band. The design differs from the conventional slot antenna designs in terms of antenna
geometry. Present slot antennas use tapered designs and wide openings at the end of antenna
structure to achieve end-fire radiation with wide band-width. This type of geometry is not suitable for
applications including high speed vehicles like aircrafts and missiles. The proposed design in this
paper does not contain long and wide tapers or open face at the end and is therefore suitable for
mentioned applications. It is shown that proposed antenna exhibits excellent end-fire radiation. The
antenna covers an impedance bandwidth of 11-18GHz, with acceptable radiation pattern, gain and
front to back ratios in the range of 11-13GHz. The maximum achieved gain and front to back ratio are
9dB and 13.5dB respectively at the operational frequency of 12GHz
Keywords: Slot antenna, Yagi-slot antenna, CPW feed, flush mounted, cavity backed slot, end-fire
radiation.
1) Introduction
Among the most important components of a communication system is an antenna which being at the
end of communication system, is responsible for transmission and reception of radio signal. When one needs
to design antenna for very high speed vehicles like aero planes and missiles, there is a limited choice for the
structure/geometry of the antenna. The high speed of the vehicle imposes certain restrictions on the
geometry of the antenna. One of the restrictions is that the instalment of antenna on the vehicle should have
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a minimum effect on the aerodynamic properties of the vehicle [1]. The geometry of the antenna thus needs
to be carefully chosen so that the effect of antenna instalment on the aerodynamic properties of the vehicle is
minimized. A flush mounted antenna is hence needed which can fulfil the above requirement. The air drag
on flush mounted antenna is less as compared to an erected antenna. The high speed of vehicle pose another
restriction on the antenna that the antenna should be low profile [2] because antenna with longer dimensions
cannot withstand very high air pressure on it and there is a possibility of physical breakage of antenna if it is
not flush mounted and low profile. The low profile antenna will also acquire less space so that other
equipment can easily be placed beside it. Another requirement of the antennas designed for aero planes and
missiles is the capability to get conformed. The antenna has to be placed either in wing of the aero plane or
on the surface of the missile structure. These structures are mostly non-planar structures having little
curvature in case of wing of aero plane or a complete cylinder in case of a missile. In both of the cases the
antenna needs to be conformed in the shape of surface where it is to be mounted. Therefore the antenna must
be capable of getting conformed to the shape of mounting body [3, 4].
The best candidate which fulfils the requirements of conformal shape, low profile and flush
mounting is a slot antenna. Slot antenna has a very simple structure and careful design can produce low
profile slot antenna which can easily be conformed to any type of geometry like sphere or cylinder. In case
of aero plane the slot antenna can be bent down with a little curvature to adopt the shape of the wing, while
in case of missile the outer most cylindrical shell of the missile can be used to etch a flush mounted slot
antenna on it.
While considering the case of antenna for missile, the direction of radiated main-beam is an
important aspect of the design. The direction of main-beam will decide the capability of missile to be
tracked while it is ascending towards the target. The tracking of the missile on its descent towards the target
is also required in some situations. Both of these requirements are achieved if the main beam is along the
structure of missile body i.e. along the length/axis of the cylindrical shell. In antenna terminology this type
of radiation that is in the direction of length of the structure or along the axis of cylinder is called an end-fire
radiation [5]. Present technology also requires the antenna to be working in a wideband of frequency.
Certain applications require radiation pattern to be stable in the wide frequency of band. Slot antenna proves
to meet this requirement also. Designs are available [6-8] that provide slot configurations providing suitable
performance while achieving wideband.
The requirements of the antenna for missile are therefore flush mount for aerodynamic properties,
low profile for minimum air drag, conformal shape for easy mounting on the surface of missile, and end-fire
radiation in wideband of frequency for tracking in its descent or ascend towards target.
This paper presents an antenna design based on the above mentioned requirements. The design
details with theory of operation of antenna have been provided in the next section. Results are presented in
section 3 and finally section 4 concludes the paper.
2) Antenna Configuration
2.1 End-fire radiation
The primary function of an antenna is to radiate energy in the form of electromagnetic waves. Antennas,
when excited, radiate energy in different directions. On the basis of the direction in which power is radiated,
antennas can be classified as Uni-directional and Omni-directional antennas. Omni directional antennas tend
to radiate energy equally in all the directions and are required in certain applications including the antennas
for cellular mobile stations. The directional antennas are meant to throw energy in only desired direction.
Based on the direction in which the main-beam of the radiation pattern is directed the antennas can further
be classified as antennas with broad side radiation and antennas with end-fire radiation. The broad side
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radiation pattern is the one in which main beam is in a direction perpendicular to the plane containing
antenna structure. However in end-fire radiation the main beam is along the longer dimensions of the
antenna i.e. in a direction parallel to the antenna structure.
2.2 Design details
By considering the requirement of a closed-face slot antenna while achieving end-fire radiation we exploit
the Booker’s principle [9] of complementary slots. According to his principle the slot in a conducting sheet
is complement of a wire (dipole) in free space. An array of wire elements in free space is therefore
complement of an array of slots in a conducting sheet. It is well known that a single wire element cannot
produce end-fire radiation, however if we arrange these wire elements along a line, end-fire radiation can be
produced by properly selecting the phase of current applied to each wire element. Applying the Booker’s
principle it can be deduced that the slots arranged along a line on a conducting sheet can also produce an
end-fire radiation. A better design of this wire arrangement along a line is called a yagi-uda antenna. Planar
yagi antenna is working on the principle of array of dipole elements called driven element, reflector and
directors. The driven element is simply a planar dipole whose length is mostly λ/2. Directors are meant to
increase the forward gain and there can be more than one director in a single yagi antenna element. This
yagi antenna has proved to produce end-fire radiation [10]. According to [11] the Booker’s principle can be
applied to yagi structure, and wire elements of the yagi antenna can be converted to the parasitic slot
elements to achieve a structure called yagi-slot antenna or yagi-slot-array. Each element of this yagi-slotarray is a narrow slot with a length in the range of λ/2. The simplest shape of a single parasitic slot is
rectangular however a bow-tie or rhombus type of slot can also be chosen as an element of yagi-slot-array.
These design principles were applied and an antenna with 5 elements arranged in Yagi-Uda configuration
was realized. The elements in the array are slots which are complementary to the dipole antenna. The driver
slot is fed directly by a CPW with 50 ohm impedance that itself is fed through an SMA connector. As the
conductor of CPW runs through the width of the slot therefore the slot is inductively fed. The first slot being
reflector slot has a length greater than lambda/2. Three parasitic director slots are present in front of driver
slot thus realizing a yagi-slot structure. Fig. 1 shows the designed antenna as described above, whereas
detailed antenna dimensions can be found in table I. It can be seen in Fig. 1, that slot 1 and 2 are directly fed
by the CPW, the separation of whose ground plane has been increased linearly to match the low impedance
transmission line with relatively high impedance slots over a wide frequency band. The separation between
reflector & driver (S1), driver & director (S2) and between successive directors (S3) is also present in table
I. In the present configuration the plane XY is considered to be the H-plane and plane XZ is considered to be
the E-plane. In both planes the direction of end-fire is as follows:
H-Plane: Theta= -90 degrees, direction of End-fire: phi= 0 degree.
E-Plane: Phi= 0 degree, direction of End-fire: Theta= -90 degrees.
Table I: ANTENNA DIMENSIONS (mm)
Antenna
Length

Antenna
Width

Substrate
thickness

Substrate
permittivity

50 mm

50 mm

4 mm

4.4

Reflector
Slot

Driver
Slot

Director
Slots

Separation

L

W

L

W

L

W

S1

S2

S3

20

1.6

18

2.5 8

1.6

6

6

1
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Figure 1: Antenna Geometry

3) Results
3.1 Return loss
The antenna was designed for a centre frequency of 12 GHz. Fig 2. shows the achieved return loss curve for
this design. It can be seen that antenna covers a wide band of frequency from 11.5 GHz- 18 GHz. The total
impedance bandwidth of the proposed design is hence 6.5 GHz.

Figure 2: Return Loss

3.2 Radiation pattern
The radiation pattern obtained for our design at centre frequency of 12 GHz can be seen in E-plane and Hplane plots shown below in Fig 3, 4 respectively. In fig 3 it can be seen that the normalized gain at exact
end-fire direction is 0db. The 5db beam-width on either side of maximum gain point is almost 30degrees.
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The side-lobe levels are very close to -10db as compared to main beam with maximum level being -8.2db.
The front to back ratio in E-Plane is almost 10 dB.
The pattern obtained in H-Plane is shown in fig 4. It is clear that normalized gain maximum is at exact endfire angle. The beam is symmetric around maximum gain point. The 5db beam-width in this case on either
side of maximum gain point is almost 40 degrees. The side-lobes are well below the main beam with a
maximum side-lobe of -10 db. The front to back ratio is also 10 dB.
The frequency dependence of radiation pattern has been shown in fig. 5. It can be observed from plots at
different frequencies that beam-width, gain and side-lobe level show dependence on the working frequency.
The beam-width in H-plane decreases as we move from lower to higher frequencies. The normalized gain at
end-fire direction in H-plane is almost stable except at 17GHz where it drops down to -5db but is recovered
to almost 0db at 18GHz. Side-lobe levels in H-plane change a little with increasing frequency. However, the
levels are below -5db throughout 11-18 GHz band.
The beamwidth in E-plane shows a little variation with respect to increasing frequency of operation. The
beamwidth remains almost stable up to 15 GHz. At 15 GHz the beamwidth is decreased to almost 30 degree
and keeps increasing while we move from 15-18GHz. The normalized gain in E-plane at exact end-fire
remains almost close to 0 db except at 17 GHz where it is dropped to -5db. It is however recovered back to
almost 0db at 18 GHz. Side-lobe levels in E-plane keep increasing as we move from lower to higher
frequencies. The levels remain within good limit in 11-13 GHz band. Within 14-18 GHz a side-lobe at
almost 90 degree away from the end-fire direction is present with gain almost equal to the main-beam i.e.
the back lobe.

Figure 3: Normalized H-Plane Gain Plot
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Figure 4: Normalized E-Plane Gain Plot

Figure 5: Radiation pattern at different frequencies
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3.3 Gain variation
The variation of antenna gain with respect to the frequency has been shown in figure 6. The gain value is
minimum at 17 GHz and maximum at the centre frequency of 12 GHz.

Figure 6: Gain variation with respect to frequency

3.4 Front to back ratio variation
The front to back ratio of antenna has been shown figure 7. It is the difference between the gain value at
exact end-fire direction and 180 degrees away from the end-fire direction i.e. back-fire direction. The ratio is
acceptable throughout the 11-18 Ghz band. The lowest ratio value occurs at 17 GHz at which the gain in
forward direction was lowest.

Figure 7: Front to back ratio with respect to frequency
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4) Conclusion
In this paper a non-tapered slot antenna to be used in a high speed vehicle has been proposed. The
geometrical aspects of antenna result in a slot based flush mounted antenna capable of producing end-fire
radiation. In view of the obtained results it can be concluded that 11-13 GHz is the frequency range in which
the radiation pattern, gain, impedance bandwidth and front to back ratio have excellent values and antenna
performance at end-fire is reasonably well. From 14GHz onwards the gain is decreased and radiation pattern
is disturbed therefore in this range of frequencies the antenna performance at end-fire is not acceptable.
Moreover, the use of a CPW feed topology makes the proposed design completely uni-planar. In total, the
proposed design results in a reasonably good flush mounted end-fire antenna for 11-13GHz frequency band.
.
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